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Abstract 

In view of real world data may be interfered with noise which leads data to contain faults. 

Besides, we may hope that the knowledge discovered is more general and can be applied to find 

more interesting information. Hence, FT-Aprori was proposed for fault-tolerant data mining to 

discover information over large real-world data. However, FT-Apriori which generates and tests 

candidates based on Apriori property is not so efficient.  

In this paper, we develop memory-based algorithm FTP-mine which is based on the concept 

of pattern growth to mine fault-tolerant frequent patterns efficiently. In FTP-mine the table, 

STable, is designed to count the item support and FT-support of the k-length patterns which 

have the same prefix of length k-1. As to mining in a large database which is too large to fit in 

memory, FTP-mine also can be adopted by means of database partition. Since there might exist 

a large number of fault tolerant frequent patterns and some may be contained in others, we also 

focus on the finding of maximal FT-frequent patterns by extending the FTP-mine algorithm. 

Our study shows that FTP-mine has higher performance than FT-Apriori in various datasets. 

The empirical evaluations show the proposed method has good linear scalability and 

outperforms than FT-Apriori in various settings in the discovery of FT-frequent pattern. 
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1. Introduction 

Data mining [16], which discovers non-trivial and potential useful information in large 

databases, has been an active research topic in recent years. The discovered knowledge can be 

applied to information management, query processing, decision making, process control and 

many other applications. The domain which data mining involves is very extensive, such as 

database systems, artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics, and data visualization. 

However, much research in this field has focused on the mining of frequent patterns[2, 5, 13], 

because frequent pattern mining plays a fundamental role in many data mining skills, such as 

association rules [6, 7, 12], sequential patterns [3, 4, 10], maximal patterns[8, 11, 14], closed 

patterns[9], classification and clustering.  

Generally speaking, algorithms to mine frequent patterns efficiently can be classified into 



three categories. The first category is candidate generation-and-testing. The well-known 

algorithm is Apriori which is based on an anti-monotone Apriori property [6]. The main idea is 

that a pattern can not be frequent if there exists a sub-pattern which is not frequent. In other 

words, once a pattern is not frequent, its super-pattern would not be frequent any more. 

According to this idea, the algorithm reduces the size of candidates to be generated. However, it 

is still unavoidable  to generate a large number of candidates, especially when 2-itemsets are 

generated or when the length of frequent patterns is long.  

The second category is pattern growth method of which the typical algorithm is FP-growth 

[6]. Instead of generating candidates, FP-growth builds a FP-tree to compact the information of 

transactions and find frequent patterns by traversing FP-tree. Once the FP-tree is too large to fit 

into memory, FP-growth finds local frequent patterns in partition databases which are divided 

by prefix path of FP-tree to assemble to longer ones. However, if the database is large and 

sparse, FP-tree will be large and the space requirement for recursion is a challenge.  

Another concept proposed recently is space-preserving method which suggests loading the 

transactions into memory initially. The typical approach is H-mine [2], which designs a 

hyperlink structure, H-struct, to dynamically adjust links in the mining process. Undoubtedly, 

the execution sequence of H-mine is some kind of a pattern growth approach. Unlike FP-growth, 

H-mine neither maintains FP-tree nor creates physical databases. However, the method has to 

maintain a header table in each level and adjusts links to form a queue which collects the 

transactions containing the same prefix before counting the supports of items.  

Although much work has been done on frequent pattern mining, little research has been 

devoted to fault-tolerant frequent mining. Fault-tolerant frequent pattern mining is to discover 

approximate patterns from the real-world data, which is tend to be dirty and diverse. In some 

situation, data may be disturbed by noise or some uncontrolled environment factors. We would 

like to find the frequent patterns which may contain some faults. For example, because of 

mutation, the nucleic acid of DNA sequences in a gene database may be modified, or may be 

incorrectly distinguished during the experiment. So fault-tolerant frequent pattern mining can be 

applied to the datasets, such as scientif ic dataset or web log which contains unanticipated errors. 

In addition, sometimes we may want to find more general rules. Take data mining for 

example, the related courses are AI, data structure, algorithm, and DBMS. It is not easy to 

discover the association between the four courses and data mining, because not all students take 

and do well in all of the four courses. However, if a user specified support is too low, many 

rules which are irrelative or uninteresting will be found. So fault-tolerant frequent pattern 

mining is necessary.  



Jian Pei pointed out the problems and challenges of fault-tolerant frequent pattern mining [1] 

and extended Apriori to FT-Apriori to discovery them. However, it still needs to generate a large 

number of candidates, which wastes time in combining and checking sub-patterns. In this thesis, 

we adopt the concept of space-preserving and propose an algorithm, FTP-mine, which caches 

transactions in main memory and processes the data more efficiently by maintaining one table .  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Some background knowledge and 

related work in fault-tolerant frequent pattern mining are introduced in Section 2. FTP-mine 

algorithm is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe experimental results that validate 

the effectiveness of FTP-mine. In Section 5, the conclusion and future works are presented.   

2. Problem Definition  

2.1 Frequent pattern mining 
Let I={i1, i2, … , in} be a set of items and |I| means the cardinality of I. An itemset is a 

non-empty subset of I, and k-itemset is an itemset with k items. A transaction T=(tid, t) is 
2-tutple, where tid is transaction-id and t⊆I. We say a transaction T contains itemset X if X⊆t. 

A transaction database TDB is a set of transactions. The total number of transactions in TDB 
containing itemset X is called support of X, denoted as support(X). The min_sup is a user 
specified support threshold to decide if an itemset is a frequent pattern by support(X) ≥ min_sup. 
The problem of frequent pattern mining is to find the complete set of frequent patterns in a 
given transaction database with respect to a given support threshold. The set of all candidates 
with k items is denoted as Ck and frequent patterns with k items is denoted as Lk. 

Example 2.1 (Frequent pattern): 

An example transaction database TDB is given in Table 2.1, and user specified min_sup is 2. 
An itemset X={a, d, e} is contained in transactions whose TID are 200 and 500 and the support 
of X, support(X)=2. Because of support(X)≥min_sup, X is a frequent pattern. 

 

 

2.2 Fault-tolerant frequent pattern 

Because faults are allowed, we notate the fault tolerance as δ (δ>0). Besides, the definition of 

contain need to redefined to FT-contain. A transaction T=(tid, t) is said to FT-contain itemset 

X iff there exists an itemset x, which is a subset of X and also a subset of t at the same time, 

such that |X|-|x|≤δ. FT-support of pattern X, denoted as supFT(X), is the total number of 

Table 2.1 Example transaction database TDB 



transactions in transaction database FT-containing itemset X. For an itemset X to be a 

fault-tolerant frequent pattern, except for FT-support counting, the support of each item in the 

FT-containing transactions also needs to be checked. B(X) is the collection of transactions 

which are FT-containing itemset X, and an itemset X is a fault-tolerant frequent pattern 

(denoted as FT-frequent pattern) iff 

1. supFT(X) ≥ min_supFT    

2. for each item x∈X, supB(x)(x) ≥min_supitem, where sup B(x)(x)is the number of transactions 

containing item x in B(X)  

In other words, there are at least min_supFT transactions FT-containing X, and each item of X 

must have appeared at least min_supitem times in these FT-containing transactions. 

Example 2.2(Fault tolerant frequent pattern): 

Let us take TDB in Table 2.1 for example. Suppose the frequent-item support threshold 

min_supitem=2, the FT-support threshold min_supFT=3 and one fault allowed (δ=1). X= {a, b, d, 

e} is FT-contained by transactions 100, 200 and 500. That is to say supFT(X)=3, and the B(X) 

includes transaction 100, 200, and 500. Besides, each item in X appears at least in two 

transactions in B(X), respectively. Thus, {a:2, b:2, d:3, e:3 } is an FT-frequent pattern.       

2. 3 Frequent pattern vs. FT-frequent pattern 

  Table 2.2 shows the complete set of frequent patterns and FT-frequent patterns. The min_sup 

of frequent patterns is 2, and the min_supitem, min_supFT and δ of FT-frequent pattern is 2, 3, and 

1 respectively. From this table we can discover the truth that fault-tolerant frequent mining can 

find more and longer patterns with high support than frequent pattern mining. Besides, since the 

FT-frequent patterns must be δ+1 to make sense, so the FT-frequent patterns do not include 

1-itemset. 

 Frequent patterns FT-frequent patterns(δ=1) 

1-itemset a, b, c, d, e, g, h  

2-itemset {a, d } {a, e } {b, d } {b, e } 

{ b. g} {b, h} { d, e } {e, g} 

{e, h} {g, h } 

{a, b} {a, c}{a, d} {a, e} {a, g} {a, h} {b, c} {b, d} 

{b, e} {b, g} {b, h} {c, d} {c, e} {c, g} {c, h} {d, e} 

{d, g} {d, h}{e, g} {e, h} {g, h} 

3-itemset {a, d, e } { b, d, e } { b, e, g } 

{ b, e, h} 

{a, b, d} {a, b, e} {a, c, h} {a, d, e} {a, e, g} {a, e, 

h} {b, d, e} {b, d, g} {b, d, h} {b, e, g} {b, e, h} {b, 

g, h} {c, d, g} {c, d, h} {c, e, g} {c, e, h} {d, e, g} 

{d, e, h} {d, g, h} {e, g, h} 

4-itemset  {a, b, d, e} {b, d, e, g} {b, d, e, h} {b, d, g, h} {b, e, 

g, h} {d, e, g, h}  

5-itemset  {b, d, e, g, h} 

 Table 2.2 the complete set of frequent patterns and FT-frequent patterns 



3. Mining FT-frequent Pattern 

  In this section, the FTP-mine algorithm will be presented. In Section 3.1, we assume the 

transaction database can fit into memory, and use STable to count the FT-support and item 

support. In Section 3.2, large database is taken into account, and the FTP-mine is extended to 

mining FT-frequent patterns in large databases. Finally, the method to mine maximal 

FT-frequent patterns is also introduced in Section 3.3 

3.1 FTP-mine  

The candidate-generation-and-test approach will produce a large number of candidates which 

need extra time in generating candidates and checking whether they are frequent. Furthermore, 

because mismatches are allowed in FT-frequent pattern mining, FT-frequent pattern mining will 

generate more candidates and longer patterns than frequent patterns mining. In this way, the 

mining process will become inefficient. Therefore, we propose FTP-mine which takes 

advantage of pattern growth and space-preserving to mine FT-frequent patterns. In FTP-mine, 

we apply the pruning strategy to reduce the comparison times. This is justified by the following 

lemmas: 

  Lemma 1: 

An itemset, prefix, which attempts to append suffix item s to become FT-frequent pattern with 

|prefix|+1 items( denoted as prefix’ ), and MN is the number of items which appear both in prefix 

and the transaction t. t FT-contains the pattern (prefix  ∪ s) iff 

1. MN > |prefix| - δ  (s ∉ t). 

or  

2. MN ≥ |prefix | - δ  (s ∈ t). 

Proof:  

When s appends to prefix , if s∈t, MN will increase, else the number of faults will increase. 

We discuss these two conditions respectively.  

 Condition 1:  

Because s ∉ t and in this stage the pattern length will increase to |prefix| + 1. At the 

moment there are (|prefix | + 1- MN) faults and only δ faults are allowed. If t FT-contains prefix’, 

then (|prefix | + 1- MN)≤ δ which can lead to (|prefix | - MN) < δ. 

 Condition 2: 

Because s ∈ t and in this stage the length of the pattern will grow to |prefix| + 1. At the 

moment there are (|prefix| + 1- (MN+1)) faults and only δ faults are allowed. If t FT-contains 

prefix’, then (|prefix | - MN)≤ δ.                                                  ? 

Lemma 2: 



During the process of pattern growth, appending s to prefix  continuously, t does not 

FT-contain the patterns any more which start with prefix, once MN < |prefix | - δ. 

Proof: 

Once MN <|prefix |-δ, the length of prefix in the next round will increase. No matter how MN 

increases, it is always smaller than |prefix|-δ. That is to say that there are (|prefix|-MN) faults 

which exceed the fault tolerant threshold δ and t will not contain any itemset which starts with 

prefix                                        .                          ? 

Lemma 3 

If t does not contain s and MN = | prefix| - δ, then the extending pattern (prefix  ∪ s) will 

change from FT-frequent into none FT-frequent. In other words, t FT-contains prefix, but does 

not FT-contain (prefix ∪ s). The prefix  is a FT-frequent pattern previously, but due to the 

increasing length of pattern (prefix  ∪ s), the pattern would not be FT-frequent any more.     ?                         

  

From Fig 3.2, we can discover the fact that the number of FT-containing transactions will 

decrease as the suffix item (denoted as s_item briefly) appends to the prefix. Besides, each item 

support of prefix  will reduce after appending s_item as the number of FT-containing transactions 

decreases. Therefore we have to take the item support of prefix into account when we design the 

structure to count all kinds of supports of s_items with the same prefix. 

We first consider the case that all the transactions can load into main memory. We use depth 

first search execution sequence to examine the lexicographic sequence to demonstrate the 

finding of FT-frequent patterns. Only one table, STable, need to be maintained in memory. 

STable is to count FT support and item support of each s_item which will append to prefix . 

Because the appending s_item may cause a FT-containing transaction not to FT-contain the 

pattern (prefix ∪s_item) any more, STable also records item support of the prefix for each 

Fig 3.2 The changes of FT-containing transactions after appending s 



s_item. We will extend the proposed mechanism to apply to a large database later. In brief, there 

are three steps for each transaction in the scheme.  

Step 1: Find the number of matching items of a transaction which FT-contains prefix. 

We first count how many items match prefix  in the transaction. However there are two phases 

to count the matching items of prefix .  

Phase 1(initial):  

Because there are δ faults allowed in prefix , we compare the first δ items of prefix with 

items whose lexicographic order is less than the δth item of prefix  in the transaction and 

count how many items matching (denoted MN). 

Phase 2(pattern growth):  

We continue to check the patterns from length δ to |prefix|. When the MN is figured out, 

we can decide whether the pattern of prefix  should continue to extend according to Lemma 2. 

Because there are over δ faults, the transaction does not FT-contain the prefix .    

Example 3.1 (Find MN) A prefix P (a, b, c, d, e) and a transaction t (a, c, e, f, g) is given. Let 

fault tolerance δ=1. 

Phase 1: 

Because δ=1 and a is matching. MN=1. 

Phase 2: 

Let us think of b in P. Because it is not contained in t, we go on to check next item in P and 

there is a mismatch to t. Considering item c, Because t contains c, MN=2. We continue to 

take item d into account, MN= |abc|-δ=2 and t does not contain d, that is to say there are 2 

faults. The transaction is impossible to FT-contain P according to Lemma 3, and it need not 

to be checked any more.  

Step 2: Count all kinds of supports of suffix. 

After MN of prefix has been calculated, the extending s_items are taken into account to 

generate the patterns whose length is |prefix|+1 in the next step. At first, if MN is less than 

|prefix|-δ, the transaction will not to be checked, because the growth of pattern will lead to the 

transaction does not FT-containing the transaction anymore. Next, we compare each s_item to 

the items which are not checked in the transaction previously. If matching, increase the item 

support and FT-support of the item; if not matching but MN is greater than |prefix|-δ (that 

means the itemset (prefix∪ s_item) is still a FT-frequent pattern, because this fault still can be 

tolerated.), we add the FT-support of that itemset; if not matching but MN is equal to 

|prefix|-δ(that means appending this item to prefix  will lead the itemset to be not FT-frequent), 

the item support of  the items which appear both in t and prefix  need to be decreased for the 

s_item in STable. The rules to fill the STable are summarized as follows 

1. If MN <|prefix|-δ then read next transaction. 



2. If MN >|prefix|-δ  

increment the FT-support of each suffix item. 

If item s∈ t, increment the item support. 

3. If MN =|prefix|-δ�� 

If item s∈t, increment the FT-support and item support of each suffix item. 

If item s∉t, decrement the item support of the items in (prefix∩t). 

Step 3: Decide the FT-frequent pattern 

  This step is to filter the FT-support and item support of each item in STable with min_supFT 

and min_supitem respectively. If the conditions above are met, the related item supports of prefix 

are still checked in STable. We describe the main idea by running the following example. 

Example 3.2 ( FTP-mine): Let us mine FT-frequent patterns in the transaction database TDB 

(first two columns of table 1) in Fig 3.3, which is sorted by lexicographic order, with 

min_supitem=2, min_supFT=3, and δ=1.  

TID Items  Frequent items  

100 b  d  e  g b  d  e  g 

200 a  c  d  e a  c  d  e 

300 b  e  f  g  h b  e  g  h 

400 c  g  h c  g  h 

500 a  b  d  e  h a  b  d  e  h 

 

In the beginning, we scan the TDB once to find global frequent items with the item support 

threshold, min_supitem. The complete set of global frequent items{a:2 , b:3, c :2, d:3, e:4, g:3, h :3} 

can be collected. Due to FT-Apriori property, f’s support does not achieve frequent item support 

threshold, so f will be pruned and will not be loaded to memory. The initial stage of STable to 

mine a-prefix, and transactions in memory are shown in Fig 3.4. 

 

Frequent items of each transaction are loaded into memory and the execution sequence is by 

the lexicographic order of frequent items. The complete set of frequent patterns is divided into 

Fig 3.4 Initial stage for STable, and the transactions in memory to mine a-prefix  

Fig 3.3 Transaction database TDB and frequent items 



several sets by the prefix . For example, a-prefix which means the FT-frequent patterns which 

contain a, and the set of a-prefix  frequent patterns also can be separated into subsets by the 

prefix, such as ab-prefix, ac-prefix, … , etc. As the same way, the b-prefix means the FT-frequent 

patterns which include b or the items whose lexicographic order is greater than.  

  Initially, because the length of the FT-frequent pattern must be at least (δ+1) to make sense, 

the depth first execution sequence is adopted to decide whether the prefix is appended by 

s_items. If the length of prefix  is less than δ, then append s_item and go a step further to 

increase the length of prefix by depth first traversal method. We start prefix with δ items to scan 

the transactions in memory to determine length-(δ+1) patterns, and each item support of prefix 

in STable is global item support initially. For example, if δ=2, the FT-frequent patterns of 

ab-prefix are discovered, and then find the FT-frequent patterns of ac-prefix, ad-prefix , 

ae-prefix , … , and ah-prefix are found subsequently.  

To take a-prefix for example, the mining process is to fill out the STable to check FT-supports 

and item support furthers. Considering TID=100, MN=0 can be calculated first by the step 1 in 

FTP-mine. Because MN = |prefix| - δ, the transaction need to be checked further. If the 

transaction contains the suffix item, then increase the items support and FT-support of that 

s_item, else decrease the item support of items in (prefix∩t). FT-support, item support of s_item 

and the item supported of each item in prefix after checking TID=100 can be consulted in Table 

1 of Fig 3.6. Considering TID=200, because MN=1>|prefix|- δ, that means one fault can be 

allowed further, The FT-support of each s_item is increased by 1 no matter the transaction 

contains s_item or not. If the s_item is contained by the transaction, increase the item support of 

that s_item. The result after scanning TID=200 is consulted in Table 2 of Fig 3.6. 

  Fig 3.6 The flow chart for mining a-prefix 



After all transactions are scanned, the FT-support and item support of each s_item can be 

resulted. Except for checking FT-support and item support of s_item, each item support of prefix 

for s_item can be found in STable, Table 5 of Fig 3.6. For example, the item support of a in {a, 

b} is 2. Now the FT-frequent pattern {a: 2, b: 3}, {a: 2, c: 2}, {a : 2, d: 3}, {a : 2, e: 4}, {a : 2, g: 

3}, and {a: 2, h: 3} are generated. There is a phenomenon that when the pattern grows from 

length δ to length δ+1, the item support of prefix must be the same as global item support. 

Because if the transaction contains one item of the pattern of length δ+1, the transaction 

FT-contains the pattern. So each item support of prefix will not be influenced by appending the 

s_item.    

Depth-first traversal path is adopted to go on to check patterns whose prefix  is {a, b}. We also 

take the first transaction {b, d, e, g} to explain briefly. Firstly, we find the number of items in 

transaction which match prefix (MN=1). Because MN = |ab|-δ, the s_items still need to be 

checked. If the transaction contains the s_item, add FT-support and item support to that 

corresponding item, such as d, e, and g. If the transaction doesn’t contain the s_item, the item 

support of item in (prefix∩t) should be decreased by 1 for the s_item in STable . After scanning 

first transaction once, the table 1 in Fig 3.7 can be filled. The process of filling table shows as 

follow. 

 

In terms of the Table 5 of Fig 3.7, the step 3 in FTP-mine is used to filter FT-support and item 

support in STable with min_supFT and min_supitem. Besides, we also have to check item supports 

of prefix which accompanies the s_item. For example, although g achieves min_supFT and 

min_supitem threshold, the difference of corresponding item support to prefix  are still taken into 

account. The item support of a in pattern {a, b, g} is 1 and does not achieve min_sup item, so {a: 

1, b: 3, g: 2} is not a FT-frequent pattern. 

Fig 3.7 The flow chart for mining ab-prefix 



Lemma 4: Given a prefix and s_item, the set of transactions which FT-contain prefix  is the 

superset of transactions which FT-contain (prefix ∪ s_item).  

Proof: 

  It is heuristic that if |prefix ∪ s_item | ≤ δ, then all transactions FT-contain prefix. Now let us 

consider when |prefix ∪ s_item | >δ. There are only δ faults allowed for each transaction. As the 

pattern grows, if the transaction contains the s_item and there are faults less than or equal to δ, 

then prefix must have chance to grow. Once the transaction does not FT-contains the s_item, the 

transaction may not FT-contain prefix  any more because of the number of faults. So the set of 

transactions which FT-contain will reduce as the pattern grows.                    ? 

In the stage, {a: 2, b : 2, d 3} and {a : 2, b: 3, e: 4} are determined to be FT-frequent patterns. 

Based on FT-Aproiri property [1], there is no need to continue traversing the abc-prefix , 

abg-prefix and abh-prefix subtrees. Besides, according to Lemma 4, since the s_items are not 

FT-frequent in ab-prefix, the s_items are neither FT-frequent in abd-prefix nor in abe-prefix. For 

example, h will not be FT-frequent in abd-prefix, because the set of transactions which 

FT-contain {a, b} is a superset of those transactions which FT-contain {a, b, d}. Since h is not 

FT-frequent in transactions which FT-contain {a, b, h} is also not FT-frequent in transactions 

which FT-contain {a, b, d}. So when we further check abd-prefix , we just have to check s_item 

e. Similarly, the mining goes along the traversal path, and then a FT-frequent pattern {a, b, d, e} 

is generated. There are 48 FT-frequent patterns of which the length of is greater than δ and {b, d, 

e, g, h} is the longest pattern.  

FT-mine algorithm 
Input: Transaction database TDB, frequent item support threshold min_sup item, FT-support 
threshold min_supFT, and fault tolerance δ. 
Output: The complete set of FT-frequent patterns. 
Method: 
   1. Scan TDB once. Find the set L1= {i1, i2, … ,in}of global frequent items with the item 
support s1,  s2, … and sn respectively, and sorted by lexicographic order. An item i is global 
frequent iff sup(i)≥min_supitem. 
   2. Load those items which are global frequent in a transaction into memory. All transactions 
which are composed of global frequent items in memory are denoted MDB.  
   3. For each item i∈ L1 do begin 

  DepthFirst (i, L1| i);  // L1| i is the set of items in L1 whose lexicographic order are 
greater // than i 

end 
 

Subroutine  DepthFirst(Prefix , Suffix) 
Input: Prefix={ ia1, ia2, … ,iap} and Suffix={ ib1, ib2, … ,ibq} are two sets of items where iak< ia(k+1),  

ibh< ib(h+1 ) and (iap< ib1). 
 
if |Prefix|<δ then  

          For each item i∈Suffix  do begin  
      DepthFirst (Prefix∪i, Suffix |i); 



end 
end 
ϕ=Pattern-Grow ( Prefix , Suffix); 
For each pattern i∈ϕ do begin 
DepthFirst(Prefix∪i, ϕ |i); 
end 

Subroutine  Pattern-Grow(Prefix, ISUP, Suffix ) 
Input: Prefix⊆I , Suffix⊆I  
Output: a set of items which can append to become FT-frequent. To collect the set of 
FT-frequent patterns and record whose item supports.  
       

 Create STable. 
/*initialize the item support of Prefix in STable*/ 
For each item i∈Suffix do begin 
   For each item j∈Prefix do begin 

    STable(i).j=Prefix(j).s  // Prefix(j).s is the item support of j in Prefix    
                    // if |Prefix|=δ, Prefix(j).s=sj  
end  

end 
ϕ={} 
For each transaction t∈MDB do begin 
    To find the cardinality of t∩Prefix (denoted as MN ) 
     if (MN<|Prefix | -δ) then 
           continue to read next transaction 

  end  
     if MN>|Prefix | -δ then 
         STable(i).ftsup++; 
           For each item i∈Suffix do begin 

  if i∈t then 
   STable(i).itemsup++; 
   end 
end 

             else if MN=|Prefix| -δ then 
For each item i∈Suffix do begin 
    if i∈t then 
      STable(i).itemsup++; 

                  STable(i).ftsup++; 
    else 

                  STable(i).j--, where j∈t∩Prefix .  
    end 
end 

             end 
end 
     For each item i∈Suffix do begin 
        if STable(i).itemsup≥min_supitem and STable(i).ftsup≥min_supFT  
         and each item j∈ Prefix STable(i).j ≥ min_supitem then 
             insert Prefix∪i into the set of FT-frequent patterns and record the item 

support of the pattern {STable(i).j1, STable(i).j2, … , STable(i).jk, 

STable(i).itemsup}; 
ϕ←ϕ∪i; 

         end 
     end 
return ϕ 

  3.2 Mining FT-frequent patterns in Large Databases 



  FTP-mine is efficient when the transactions and tables can fit into main memory. However, 

the transaction database is often too large for FTP-mine to load into memory. Analogous to 

H-mine [2] approach, the database is divided into several sub-databases to mine local 

FT-frequent patterns with local min_supFT. After local FT-frequent patterns are collected, scan 

database again to check whether the local FT-frequent patterns are the global FT-frequent 

patterns. We describe the method in details as follows. 

  Suppose that there are n transactions in the transaction database, TDB, and the min_supitem 

and min_supFT are the support thresholds. We divide TDB into k partitions (P1, P2, ..., Pk), where 

Pi( 1≤ i ≤k) has ni transactions, and nn
k

i

i =∑
=1

. First, we scan TDB once to find global frequent 

items L1. For each partition database Pi, we load items which are global frequent in transactions 

into memory. Secondly, FT-mine is applied to mine the local potential FT-frequent patterns with 

local 



 ×=

n
n

min_sup  min_sup 
iFTFT

i . In this stage, the item support would not be checked. 

If the item support is taken into account, some FT-frequent patterns may be ignored because of 

the item support threshold. For example, TDB is divided into 2 equal partitions, and we assume 

the the local min_supitem=3. If the pattern {a, b, c, d} has achieved the local min_supFT, and the 

item supports of the pattern in each partition are {a:1, b: 4, c: 2, d:5} and {a:6, b:3, c:5, d:2} 

respectively. If we consider the item support threshold in mining partition databases, the pattern 

will be ignored. However {a, b, c, d} is a FT-frequent pattern when the partitions are assembled. 

After all local potential frequent FT-frequent patterns are found in each Pi, we scan database 

again to decide whether a local potential FT-frequent pattern is a global FT-frequent pattern by 

scanning database once again with min_supitem and min_supFT.  

3.3 Mining maximal FT-frequent patterns  

  Because the number of FT-frequent patterns is usually large and the length of patterns is 

usually longer than the length of frequent patterns, the maximal FT-frequent is needed to 

discovery the general rules.  We extend the step 1 in FTP mine to find the maximal 

FT-frequent patterns. For each transaction, we keep the MN and append the s_item one by one. 

For example, an itemset {a, b, c, d, e, g, h} is given and sorted by lexicographic order. We 

consider the first δ (assume δ=1) items in the itemset, and count MN in every transaction. If 

matching a, the item support of a is increased by 1. Further, we consider appending b, c, d, e, g, 

and h subsequently. If the appended s_item will lead the prefix to be not FT-frequent, the s_item 

is discarded. 

  Our main idea is that an itemset is given and sorted by lexicographic order, and we want to 

find the maximal FT-frequent pattern under the lexicographic sequence. There are two phases to 



test the itemset. The itemset to extend is called prefix, and the appending item is s_item. For 

example, the itemset {a, b, c} extends to {a, b, c, d} by appending d. We call {a, b, c} the prefix, 

and d the s_item. There ae two phase in the process to check the itemset as follows. 

Phase 1(initial):  

We compare the first δ items of the itemset to the transaction, count how many items 

matching (denoted MN), and increase the item support of items in (prefix ∩ t). 

Phase 2(pattern growth):  

We continue to grow the patterns from length δ to length of itemset. To compare the 

remaining s_items of itemset subsequently. When the previous MN is figured out, we can 

decide whether the prefix should continue to extend according to Lemma 2.  If |prefix|-MN 

≤ δ and a transaction contains the s_item, then MN and item support of the s_item are 

increased by 1 respectively. If |prefix |-MN = δ and the transaction does not contain the s_item, 

the item support of previous matching item has to be decreased, and the transaction is not 

checked further. Because there are over δ faults, the transaction does not FT-contain the 

prefix. After the MN of each transaction is counted, we figure out the FT-support of (prefix∩ 

s_item) by counting the number of transactions whose MN≥ |prefix|+1-δ. If the item support 

of (prefix ∪ s_item) or FT-support does not achieve min_supitem or min_supFT, each item 

support of prefix  and the MN of each transaction have to recover to previous status. In 

addition, we use memory index to indicate the next start point for each transaction to check. 

The rules are listed as follows: 
For each transaction 

If MN <|prefix|-δ�� then read next transaction 
If MN >|prefix|-δ  

If item s∈ t, increment the MN and item support 
If MN =|prefix|-δ 

If item s∈ t, increment the MN and item support 
If item s∉ t, decrement the item support in (t ∩ prefix) 

We describe the main idea by running Example 3.2. When we get the set of global frequent 

items, we collect all the global items to form the itemset to test. The itemset {a, b, c, d, e, g, h} 

is determined to decide the maximal FT-frequent pattern when the items are appended 

subsequently. Initially, because δ faults are allowed, the prefix grows to first δ items. The MN of 

each transaction is counted with prefix a, such as step 1 in Fig. 3.8. Next, considering item b, 

the pattern growth phase can apply to count MN and item support of prefix . Besides, the 

memory index still needs to be adjusted to the item whose lexicographic order is greater than or 

equal to s_item. The FT-support is checked by accumulating the number of MN which is greater 

than or equal to |prefix |+1-δ, so FT-support of {a, b} is 4. Take c into account. Because the item 

support and FT-support do not achieve the respective threshold, the item supports of prefix  and 

MN have to recover to previous status respectively and c will not append to prefix. As the same 



way, g and h will not be appended to grow the pattern. After all items are considered, the 

maximal FT-frequent pattern {a, b, d, e} is determined.  

 

 

The next candidate is the itemset whose lexicographic order is next to abde and is a leaf of 

the lexicographic tree conceptually. Next issue is to generate this kind of candidate itemset? We 

just substitute the last item of the previous maximal FT-pattern by the frequent items whose 

lexicographic order is greater than the last one item. If the length of candidate itemset is less 

then δ+1 or the subset of previous maximal FT-patterns, we find the next candidate by deleting 

the last two items of previous maximal FT-pattern and by appending frequent items whose 

lexicographic order is greater than the last second item. By the same way, the candidate itemset 

can be found for testing. Then we need to confirm whether {a, b, d, e} is a maximal FT-pattern. 

If there exists a maximal FT-frequent pattern which is a superset of {a, b, d, e}, then the path of 

that maximal pattern is in the left hand side of the path a-b-d-e in Fig. 3.9 or the extension of 

abde-prefix . It is impossible  to find such patterns when we grow the pattern depending on the 

prefix and fault-tolerant Apriori property. Besides, any subset of the {a, b, d, e} need not be 

checked again, due to {a, b, d, e} is a maximal one. Therefore, the next candidate to be checked 

is {a, b, d, g, h}. However, the result of the candidates testing may be a subset of those maximal 

FT-frequent patterns which were found previously, and we have to drop the result. After all, the 

maximal FT-frequent patterns are generated: {a, b, d, e}, {a, c, h}, {a, e, g}, {b, c}, {b, d, e, g, 

h}, {c, d, g}, {c, e, g}. 

Fig 3.8 The process to find the maximal FT-frequent pattern 
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  If the lexicographic tree is expressed by the increasing frequent order instead of alphabetic 

order, then the algorithm will be more efficient, because there are a lot of candidates pruned. 

4. Experimental Result and Analysis  

We implemented the FT-Apriori and FTP-mine algorithms using Microsoft C++ 6.0 .To 

evaluate impartially, we improve the FT-Apriori algorithm by loading the transaction database 

into memory. All the experiments were conducted on a PC with an Intel Pentium 4 1.6GHZ 

CPU and 256MB of RAM. Our data resource is from the synthetic dataset generator which is 

available in IBM web site [17] and the parameters shown in Table 5.1. In the following 

experiments, we aim at the influence of the parameters, min_supitem, min_supFT, and fault 

tolerance δ, in the mining of fault tolerant frequent patterns respectively. Besides, we also 

assume the database is too large to load into memory to design an experimental by partition the 

database and observe the performance trend as the transaction database increasing. 

 

4.1 Experimental result 

  We use the dataset T10I8D10kN1k to observe the influence of the min_supitem and min_supFT.  

We set the fault tolerance δ = 1, and min_supFT = 5%Fig 4.1 shows the run time of FT-Apriori 

and FTP-mine with respect to item support.  As we can see from Fig 4.1, the run time 

increases as the frequent item support threshold goes down and FTP-mine outperforms 

FT-Apriori. As to FT-Apriori, when the item support is low, the number of patterns as well as 

candidates increase exponentially, and the cost would increase dramatically. On the contrary, 

Fig 3.9 The lexicographic tree to find the next candidate 

Table 5.1 Parameters 



FTP-mine does not generate candidates by sub-patterns like FT-Apriori, so the curve is smooth 

and steady. The variation in run time over the FT-support threshold is shown in Fig 4.2. It seems 

that the run time increases as the FT-support decreases. FTP-mine also has better performance 

than FT-Apriori under all condition. Because the number of frequent items is determined by 

item support threshold, the min_sup item is the critical factor to determine the size of candidates 

generated. The closer the FT-support is to item support, the less the candidates can be pruned, 

and the number of candidates to be FT-frequent patterns increases. Although the run time is 

increasing as the item support goes down, the increasing rate is slower. The FTP-mine 

algorithm is also more stable than FT-Apriori no matter what the item support is. 

  As to evaluate the influence of the parameter fault tolerance, we adopt another dataset 

T15I10D10kN1k. We set the min_supitem=8% and min_supFT=10%. As the fault tolerance 

increases, the run time required is dramatically increasing especially in FT-Apriori. Because the 

length and the number of FT-frequent patterns increase as the fault tolerance increases, it seems 

inefficient for FT-Apriori to generate candidates and testing. In contrast to FTP-mine, which 

starts to traverse the level of length δ, FTP-mine will check the appended s_items instead of 

generating candidates, so the trend does not increase dramatically as FT-Apriori.   

Fig 4.3: FT-Apriori vs. FTP-mine with different
fault tolerance
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Fig 4.4: FT-Apriori and FTP-mine w.r.t different
transaction size
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Fig 4.2: Scalability of FT-Apriori and FTP-mine w.r.t
FT-support threshold
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Fig 4.1 Scalability of FT-Apriori and FTP-mine w.r.t. item
support threshold
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We use another dataset T10I8D10kN1k to evaluate the impact of transaction size. Regarding 

to the parameters, we set min_supitem=5%, min_supFT=7% and 1 mismatch allowed. Fig 4.4 

presents that run time of FT-Apriori and FTP-mine with respect to different transaction database 

size. The performance is linearly scalable and FTP-mine always outperforms FT-Apriori. In 

order to observe the influence of the size of transaction database which can not be loaded into 

memory, we assume that the transaction database is divided into several subdatabases in which 

there are 50K transactions individually. In the experiment, FT-Apriori will mine FT-frequent 

patterns in disk file instead of in memory. The experimental result is shown in Fig 4.5.  

4.2 Performance Analysis and Discussion 

Obviously, FTP-mine outperforms FT-Apriori in all condition. Considering FT-Apriori, it 

takes much time in candidate generation and in testing whether a candidate is frequent to reduce 

the size of candidates pass by pass. On the other hand, FTP-mine checks the s_items with the 

same prefix  by comparing each transaction only once and according to the Lemma 2 to decide 

whether a transaction need to be compared further. FTP-mine just has to keep one table , STable, 

in memory and the space required is about O (L1
2).  

  There is another approach to extend the FTP-mine to mine large databases. If the database is 

too large to load into memory, FTP-mine checks each transaction in disk file and project the 

transactions which FT-contains (prefix ∪ s_item) to sub-databases, For example, we intend to 

extend the a-prefix to {a, b} {a, c} {a, d} {a, e}{a, g} and {a, h}. After FTP-mine check 

transactions in disk, the FT-frequent patterns are determined. Next, we project a transaction to 

each sub-databases when the transaction FT-contains the FT-frequent pattern. So there is a 

projection database for each FT-frequent pattern. We go on to use FTP-mine to check 

transactions in disk until the projection database can fit in memory. Once the projection 

database can load into memory, the FTP-mine proposed in Section 3.1 is applied to mine 

FT-frequent pattern. 

Fig. 4.5 the scalability of FT-Apriori and FTP-mine with partition database
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5. Conclusion and Future work 

  In this thesis, we have proposed a new mechanism, FTP-mine, to mine fault tolerant frequent 

patterns with depth first execution sequence and a special designed table, STable, which keep 

trace the FT-support, item support, and each item support of prefix  for s_item and is 

space-saving. Besides, we also extend the algorithm to mine maximal FT-frequent patterns in 

memory and find the maximal FT-frequent patterns. Unlike FT-Apriori to generate candidates 

and test, FTP-mine adopts the nice feature of FP-growth and space-preserving to keep 

transactions in memory and determine the s_item with the same prefix by scanning each 

transaction only once. We conducted performance evaluation with respect to compare the 

efficiency of FTP-mine with FT-Apriori. The result showed that FTP-mine outperforms 

FT-Apriori in various settings and is linear scalable. Some problems are worth further 

investigation in the future. 

u Mining maximal FT-frequent patterns in large database. The approach we proposed 

to mine maximal FT-frequent patterns is considering the case that all transactions can 

be loaded in the memory. However, if the approach extends to a large database, there 

are some difficulties. Because local maximal FT-frequent patterns may not be global 

maximal FT-frequent patterns, that does not mean their sub-patterns are not the global 

maximal FT-frequent patterns. It is inefficient to determine which sub-pattern is the 

global maximal FT-patterns. 

u Fault-tolerant sequential pattern mining. It is difficult to formulate the problem, 

because the fault allowed may be in inter transactions or intra transactions for 

sequential pattern miming. How to define formally is a challenge, and the mining 

process may require large mount of CPU time. So the performance is also the factor 

need to be taken into account in the mining of fault-tolerant sequential patterns. 
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